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ANCIENT ART
IN THE
VALLEY OF THE SNAKE
by D. L. Miles
Throughout history, people have attempted to express their desires and experi·ences to others. Ancient man was no
exception. And one of his methods was
his production of rock art. He painted
and carved signs, symbols and composite
figures portraying his philosophic or
imaginative happenings of the universe
and its activities which surrounded him
in his time. Some persons may too
readily dub his work child-like and
crude. But behind those figures, often
made crude by the nature of the medium,
is the heritage of a c~lture and of an
adaptation centuries old.
As a point of interest to Washington
Archaeological Society members there
are a number of locations where there
are many ages of rock art~ ·In particular, there are three sites near
Clarkston, Washington where one can
spend considerable time observing and
studying ancient designs. Located on
the rocks along the Snake River at
Buffalo Eddy, Moon Cove and south bank
of the river across from Steptoe Canyon
are both petroglyphs and pictographs.

Pe~roglyphs are those writings made by
chipping the rock away making an incision type design. Pictographs are
painted designs on the rocks using a
natural stain such as iron oxide whic~
semi-perm~nently colors the base tablet.
Both ancient methods of writing have
lasting qualities but through weathering
·and vandalism they shall eventually disappear. The design and construction of
Lower Granite Dam will soon flood the
site near Steptoe Canyon.
ihe writings at each site differ in both
style and age but yet have similarities.
It has been said that the writings
represent the culture of the Nez Perce
Tribe and date back to the Protosanaption culture which began some 5,000
years ago. But most of the interpretations are mostly only assumptions as
the writings have not been translated.
To the society member is the chance
and excitement of not only looking at
them but the opportunity to give each
his own interpretation as they photograph and record the designs .

•

TREATY ROCK
AN INTERPRETIVE ROCK ART SITE
By K. Boreson
Rock art is an aspect of archeology that
receives much speculation and imaginative interpretation. Because there are
very few references in the ethnographic
literature that state what the relationship of rock art was to the original
creators most "interpretations" remain
in the realm of speculation and probably
will never be positively ascertained.
One rock art site, located in the town
of Post Falls, Isaho, is unique in that
its origin and function are historically
recorded. A newspaper clipping written
by Mrs. M. B. Nash, located in the C. J.
Brosnan Notebook Collection, University
of Idaho Library Special Collections,
states that:

•

About a block south of the old Mullan
Road at Post Falls stands a group of
large granite boulders; relics of the
ice-age of Idaho.
One boulder is called the "Post Treaty
Rock" upon which is carved the legend:
"Frederick Post, 1871. 11 Underneath is
some Indian writing which sealed the
pact made between Mr. Post and the
Coeur d'Alene Indian tribe when the
former bought the land from the natives. This is said to be the only
treaty where the agreement was signed
on rock.
The treaty, as it appears in U.S. Congress Senate Document No. 452, p. 424,
states:

•

Know all men by these presents that I,
Andrew Seltice, Chief of the Coeur
d'Alene Indians, did on the first day
of June, A.O. eighteen hundred and
seventy-one, with the consent of my
people, when the country on both sides
of the Spokane River belonged to me
and my people, for a valuable consideration sell to Frederick Post the
place now known as Post Falls, in Kootenai County, Idaho, to improve and
use the same (water power); said sale

included all three of the river channels and islands, with enough land on
the north and south shores for waterpower and improvements; and have always protected the said Frederick Post
for eighteen years, in the rights
there and then conveyed, and he has
always done right with me and my
people ...• The said Frederick Post
has fulfilled all of his agreements
with me and my people by improving the
water-power and building mills at
great expense, and I hereby authorize
him to build a house and take full
possession of the above-described
lands on the reservation side, so that
when the treaty is confirmed he may
have full possession and protection of
the Government in the same.
The accompanying sketch is an approximation of the rock art panel; there is
some inaccuracy due to faded and indistinct figures.
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"June 1, 1871, Frederick Post: is a
petroglyph incised into the rock surface and unfortunately has been chalked,
probably for photographic purposes. The
oval, tally marks, the four figures are
pictographs, painted in red. The surface of the rock has been badly disfigured with blue spray paint. An enclosure with a mesh screen 11 protects 11 the
face of the rock, however the lock was
broken and the side dooe open when I
visited the site last summer .
Mrs. M. B. Nash, in her newspaper article, predicted the need for adequate
protection to prevent such destruction.
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TRACES OF ANCIENT MAN
by D. L. Mil es
Traces of Ancient Man may appear at any
time at any place. The evidence which
he leaves through the results of his day
to day living indicate that he was of
elaborate society and his methods of
survival. These traces may show up in
excavation at great depths or may
appear on the surface. As man required
water, he lived near water. The washing
of water in its endless race to wear
down the ridges at intervals reveals
man's workmanship. It is in man's more
modern quest to span these bodies of
water for easy movement that his traces
are rediscovered.
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•

There is much to do in the determination
of how the antiquities of man throughout
the world relate. Each small item of
information is important as the search
for clues in man's past continues. The
data and photographs on the following
pages is a further attempt to make prehistoric man's findings known to those
who piece the picture together.
These photographed artifacts were found
in the vicinity of Bandung, Indonesia,
on the Island of Java, in Southeast Asia.
They are typical of a certain cultural
period on the Large Island plateau on
which Bandung sets. These objects were
all found on the surface. Because they
do not originate from excavations, they
cannot be arranged exactly in accordance
to the age they originated in Indonesia.
There are several distinct stages of
stone work. The very crude stone the
Indonesians have labeled 11 Zaman-Bata-Tua 11
(Palenolithicum). The later stone work
made from glassy materials (obsidian
included) and which also shows smooth
stone work and pottery is labeled
11
Zaman-Bata-Pertengahan 11 (Mes0Lithicum).
A later and distinct period labeled
11
Zaman-Botu-Mudal 11 (Neglithicum) reveals
more modern achievements including the
casting of bronze .
There is a distinct resemblance of both
the very crude stone work and the later

perfected stone work to that of the
Pacific Northwest is remarkable. It is
doubtful that even a trained eye could
tell the difference of the old crude
cobble chopper, the chipped arrowhead
and especially the ground celts.
At present there is only an interest of
the Indonesians to preserve the items
of the past as they realize that it is
of importance to know of past cultures.
Very little field work is being accomplished as the developing country badly
needs funds for today's existence.
There is a great deal known about the
cultures, handed down by the daily
enactment of religious and social
activities. Yet, there is much to be
determined from further excavations.
Many items have been found in the
vicinity of Dago Hill north of the city
of Bandung. The river at that location
cascades over an old waterfall. A few
of these items are shown in the
following photographs. These items are
located in the Geological Museum on
Diponegoro Street in Bandung.
A close observation of the stone artifacts found in Indonesia would at first
lead one to believe that the items were
manufactured on the Northwest Coast of
North America. The older stone cobble
choppers have been formed of like
material by like cleavage. The ground
stone celts are manufactu red with
excellent workmanship and appear to
be non-distinguishable should they be
mixed with those from the Northwest.
Some were hafted by horn or bone
handles. Arrowheads, scrapers and
gravers made from flint, chert and
from obsidian have been chipped by
craftsmen who could easily have come
from our shores. A small graver, sharp
pointed for incising wood, stone or
bone and small thumbnail scrapers are
two items that must have been used
consistently by these ancient people.
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GRAVERS AND BLADE TYPE KNIVES. THESE ARTIFACTS WERE COMMONLY
CONSTRUCTED FROM A FLINT TYPE MATERIAL REQUIRING VERY LITTLE
SECONDARY CHIPPING .

VARIOUS TYPES OF CHIPPED OBSIDIAN ARTIFACTS. THE MAJORITY APPEAR
TO BE COMMON SCRAPERS SIMILAR TO THOSE FOUND THROUGHOUT THE WORLD .
MOST SEEM TO HAVE BEEN HAND-HELD AND NOT NOTCHED FOR HANDLES. SOME
MAY HAVE ALSO BEEN USED FOR KNIVES.
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THE TYPICAL TYPE OF CHIPPED STONE POINTS ARE SIMILAR TO SOME "MULE EAR"
POINTS FOUND ON THE COLUMBIA RIVER BELOW THE CASCADES. THE POINTS WERE
MADE FROM CHERT, FLINT AND FINE GRAIN BASALT .
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GROUND CELTS APPEAR TO BE QUITE SIMILAR TO THOSE OF THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST. THE MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION APPEAR TO BE JADITE,
BASALT AND NEPHRITE.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST
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CRARA (Canadian Rock Art Research Associates)
For information, membership, fees, etc., write:
Brad Myers, Communications Associates
CRARA
274 Edinburgh Street
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada

• "La Pintura 11
P. 0. Box 4219
Whittier, California 90607, U.S.A.
Comment: Both publications have similar goals, that is to exchange
information, disseminate news, and establish a line of communications
with groups and individuals.
• "Indian Artifacts of the Northwest"
by Hilary Stewart,
University of Washington Press

•

Comment: This publication contains an excellent presentation of
artifacts associated with the West Coast. Sketches, in particular,
are quite informative .
• "Kittitas Indians"
- by Kittitas County Residents/Ellensburg Public Library.
- CWSC Duplicati ng Office
Comments: This publ ication is a research into historical documents
describing the India n tribes in and around Kfttitas County, Washington.
• "Hunters of the Whal e"
by Ruth Kirk, with R. D. Daugherty,
William Morrow and Company, Inc.
Comments: The book describes the archaeological explorations at
Ozette, Washington. The dig involves a Makah Indian village inhabited
for approximately 2, 000 years.
• "The Indians of Puget Sound"
by H. Haeberli n and E. Gunther,
University of Washington Press
Comments: The book describes the culture ethnography of the Puget
Sound area. The Bei derbost site (45 SN 100) is suspected as being
the site described on page 7 .
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